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 Match. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complete.  

 

 

1. Heba is …cooking..chicken today? 

2. The children are …………………..…in the garden. 

3. Mr Ahmad is…………………..…a plane. 

4. …………………..…your sister doing? 

5. Mum is …………………the table for dinner? 

6. What are they…………………..…in the kitchen? 

What's– cooking - playing -  doing – setting - flying   

Example 

What are you doing? 

My mum is cooking. 

I'm playing tennis. 

What's your grandma doing? 
cooking? 

What's your mum doing? 
are you cooking? 

What are the children 
doing?  

He is driving his car. 

They are reading a book. 

Example 

She is watching TV. 
What's your uncle doing? 
cooking? 
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 Read and Answer.  

 

 

 

 

1. Is Heba reading a book? 

…Yes, she is..... 

2. Is Heba's grandma making juice? 
……………………………………………………………… 

3. What is Heba's brother doing? 

……………………………………………………………… 

4. What is Heba's grandma doing? 

…………………………………………………………….. 

Order.  

1. doing - are  - What -  you?  
…..What are you doing?.… 

2. table - setting  - is -  Heba  -  for lunch. 

         …………..………………..……………….. 

3. cooking - Mum  -  rice and lamb - is. 

         …………..………………..……………….. 

4. is - garden  - Ahmad -  playing  - in -  the.         
…………..………………..……………….. 

My name is Heba. It is 3 o'clock. I am reading a book. My brother is 

playing football with dad. My grandma is making fruit cake with mum.    

    

 

Example 

Example 
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 Complete. 

 

 

1. What's Ahmad doing? 

….He's eating his lunch… 

 

2. What are the children doing? 

They are………………………………..………… 

 

3. What's the pilot doing? 

………………………………..………… 

 

4. What's Mona doing? 

         ………………………………..………… 

5. What are Mum and Dad doing? 

         …………………… …………..………… 

 

Read and Circle. 

1. The children is\are running in the garden. 

2. Mum's \ Mums watching TV. 

3. My uncle is\are travelling to Palestine. 

4. We is\are cooking lamb and rice for lunch. 

5. They are have\having dinner at 8 o'clock. 

6. The teacher is\are reading a book. 

Example 

Eating his lunch- playing – writing a letter – flying a plane   
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